• Patient Behind barricade inby 2\textsuperscript{nd} crosscut

Help get me out!!!!

• Same patient inby unsafe roof inby 2\textsuperscript{nd} crosscut.

Help get me out I have an airtight barricade behind me!!!
Problem

- You are located underground and air coursing the fresh air base and air returning out No. 3 entry to the fan
- All outby areas have been explored and are safe to ventilate through
- Explore the entire mine
- Account for the four missing miners
- The exhaust fan cannot be stopped, stalled or reversed
- The mine map is up to date
- The team can carry only two brattices while traveling
Statement

Thanks for answering our call for help. You will be located underground at the Big Boy No. 1 Mine. We have lost contact with four miners who were doing work on the section. Big Boy is ventilated by an exhaust fan located off the No. 3 entry.

The mine has been explored to the fresh air base and all outby areas are safe to ventilate through. All power is off inby the fresh air base.